Abstract—With the growing number of embedded devices deployed in safety- and privacy-sensitive applications, such as in the automotive area or in the IoT, the hardening of these systems against attacks is getting essential. As these devices are physically accessible by an adversary, fault attacks are frequently used to hijack the control-flow of the executed program and bypass security defenses such as secure boot, gain arbitrary code execution, or retrieve sensitive information. To protect the control-flow from this threat, control-flow integrity (CFI) aims to be an effective and generic countermeasure.

Although CFI aims to mitigate fault induced control-flow hijacking attacks, state-of-the-art CFI schemes do not protect addresses, allowing an attacker to still hijack the control-flow of indirect branches. To counteract this threat and detect unwanted bit flips, data encoding schemes are frequently used to add redundancy to these addresses. However, software-based data encoding schemes yield large runtime overheads, making them hard to deploy on a larger scale. To reduce this performance overhead, related work typically introduces custom CPU changes, which are not feasible for off-the-shelf systems, leaving a broad range of devices unprotected. Hence, software-based address redundancy schemes for commodity devices are needed to thwart fault attacks on indirect branches.

In this paper, we utilize the ARM pointer authentication feature of recent ARM architectures to efficiently protect the target addresses of indirect calls. In addition to the address protection, we further enhance the state update function of existing CFI schemes to protect the link between indirect control-flow transfers. To demonstrate how these defense mechanisms improve the protection of state-of-the-art CFI countermeasures, we integrate our address encoding and linking strategy into a previously introduced CFI scheme. We further extend a LLVM-based toolchain to automatically thwart fault attacks on indirect branches without user interaction. Our analysis shows an negligible overhead of less than 2.34% on average for protecting target addresses of indirect branches and the link between indirect branches for SPEC2017.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fault attacks pose a severe threat to the security of the growing number of embedded devices. This attack methodology is used to hijack the control-flow of the target device to bypass secure boot on embedded controllers [17], [22], [62], to escalate privileges on Linux [59], [60], or to extract firmware and to gain arbitrary code execution on electronic control units (ECUs) in automotive applications [40], [44], [45], [66].

Protecting the integrity of the control-flow is a well-established technique to thwart fault-based control-flow hijack attacks. Here, control-flow integrity (CFI) schemes restrict the control-flow of the program during the execution to a narrow subset of execution paths. Typically, the set of valid execution paths through the program is statically determined at compile time using the control-flow graph (CFG) extracted from the code. Any control-flow violation, i.e., control-flow deviations from this predefined path, are detected by CFI and hinder the attacker from exploiting the injected fault.

However, state-of-the-art CFI schemes aiming to protect the program execution against fault attacks [2], [24], [29], [46], [50], [52], [63] do not explicitly protect code-pointers. A fault to such an address can influence the execution of indirect branches allowing an adversary to bypass CFI and threaten the security of the protected program. Although CFI limits the set of reachable control-flow targets, the statically extracted CFG is only an over-approximation of the actual executed control-flow. Hence, an attacker, especially for indirect branches, could redirect the intended control-flow within the bounds of the approximated control-flow graph.

Hardening a CFI scheme against attacks on unprotected addresses requires adding redundancy to these addresses using data encoding schemes. Such schemes transform addresses to a different representation, allowing the system to detect a certain number of bit flips induced by faults. While arithmetic codes, such as ANB-codes [20], [51] or residue codes [37], [38] allow simple arithmetic operations on the encoded data, software-based schemes induce large runtime overheads. To reduce these large performance overheads, related work [39], [54] suggests intrusive hardware changes directly in the CPU. However, as custom hardware changes are unrealistic for commercial off-the-shelf systems, a broad range of devices remain unprotected, requiring efficient, software-based countermeasures.

Contribution

In this paper, we are addressing the issue of insufficient address protection in CFI schemes aiming to thwart control-flow hijacks using fault attacks on commodity devices from ARM. To efficiently protect addresses from targeted faults, which allow attackers to redirect the control-flow, we introduce a software-based hardware-assisted address redundancy scheme capable of detecting such faults. More concretely, we
are utilizing the pointer authentication extension of recent ARM architectures to cryptographically sign code-pointers used by indirect branches. We employ this feature to encode addresses allowing us to detect bit flips injected by a fault rather than protecting against classical software attacks. To protect addresses at program execution but also when stored in the binary, we encode code-pointers at compile time and verify the integrity at runtime. We showcase how the verification of these addresses using dedicated indirect branch instructions detects bit flips injected by a fault.

Our analysis of state-based CFI schemes further reveals that indirect control-flow transfers are insufficiently protected, allowing an attacker to hijack the control-flow. We propose an enhanced state update mechanism creating a link for such control-flow transfers to mitigate this attack vector. To automatically protect indirect branches from targeted fault attacks, we integrate the address encoding scheme and the hardened state update function into the LLVM-based toolchain of FIPAC [52], a previously introduced CFI scheme for ARM devices. To evaluate the performance overhead, we compiled a subset of the SPEC2017 benchmark suite with our custom toolchain. Our performance measurement for protecting indirect branches against fault attacks shows a negligible overhead of less than 2.34% on average for protecting indirect branches against fault attacks.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

- We utilize the ARM pointer authentication feature to protect all addresses used by indirect branches from fault attacks.
- We propose a new state update function for signature-based CFI schemes protecting the link between indirect control-flow transfers.
- We integrate our control-flow protection mechanisms into the LLVM-based toolchain of FIPAC.
- We verify the functional correctness and the performance overhead of our scheme using the SPEC2017 benchmark and discuss security guarantees.

Paper Outline

In Section II, we discuss fault attacks and describe common countermeasures, such as control-flow integrity and data redundancy. Section III highlights foundations of state-based CFI schemes and discusses weaknesses of these schemes. To hinder an attacker from exploiting these weaknesses, we formulate design requirements in Section IV. Finally, in Section V, we describe the integration and implementation of our proposed features into a recently introduced CFI scheme and evaluate security guarantees and the performance overhead in Section VI. Section VII summarizes related work and Section VIII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

This section first introduces fault attacks and fault inducing techniques. Then, we discuss the concept of control-flow integrity and differentiate between schemes targeting to protect against a software or a fault attacker. Finally, we highlight data redundancy schemes and the ARM pointer authentication, which can be used to enforce control-flow integrity.

A. Fault Attacks

In a fault attack, the adversary tampers with the physical parameters of the device’s environment to trigger a fault in the memory, the instruction pipeline, or in other components of the processor. Long-established methods to physically induce faults are voltage [11] and clock glitches [55], laser [61] and electromagnetic pulses [41], and even heat [25]. New fault injection methods, such as Plundervolt [43], CLKscrew [57], VoltJockey [47], [48], or the Rowhammer effect [27], induce faults purely in software, which significantly increases the potential attack surface of fault attacks.

While faults in the past were mainly used to break cryptographic schemes [8]–[10], [18], [19], recent work [17], [22], [40], [44], [45], [58]–[60], [62], [66], [67] demonstrates that fault attacks can leverage security assumptions of the device under attack and bypass secure boot [17], [22], [62] or escalate privileges on Linux [59], [60]. Such attacks typically aim to induce a fault within a basic block or target to hijack the control-flow transfer between two basic blocks. While faults within a basic block either corrupt or skip individual instructions [43], [57], control-flow hijacking attacks redirect the control-flow to sensitive code parts [44], [67].

Due to the impact of fault attacks and the possibility of performing these attacks remotely or physically, faults pose a severe threat to many devices and require dedicated countermeasures.

B. Control-Flow Integrity

Control-flow integrity (CFI) is considered to be an effective countermeasure to thwart control-flow hijack attacks [1]. The enforcement of the control-flow integrity is implemented with various enforcement granularities and, therefore, also addresses different threat models.

1) Software CFI Schemes: Software CFI schemes (SCFI) aim to protect the control-flow of a program from a software attacker. These schemes consider an adversary exploiting memory vulnerabilities to overwrite code-pointers in memory and to perform attacks such as ROP [56] or JOP [13]. To address this threat model, SCFI schemes protect code-pointers to hinder an attacker from hijacking control-flow transfers. By maintaining the integrity of all code-pointers in the program, any tampering attempt on these pointers can be detected by SCFI schemes like CPI [28], CCFI [56], or PARTS [32].

2) Fault CFI Schemes: Protecting the integrity of code-pointers is insufficient when considering a fault attacker. SCFI schemes only protect indirect control-flow transfers, i.e., indirect calls, which can be tampered by using a software vulnerability. However, FCFI additionally needs to protect direct control-flow transfers because a targeted fault on the code segment of the program can modify these transitions. Hence, FCFI schemes need to enforce the control-flow integrity at a much finer granularity than SCFI.
CFI for thwarting a fault attacker typically requires the scheme to extract the control-flow graph (CFG) at compile time. At runtime, the CFI enforcement policy can detect any deviation from this extracted CFG. Most software-based FCFI schemes \cite{1, 24, 29, 45, 50, 52, 63} enforce the control-flow integrity at basic block granularity. Here, only transitions between basic blocks, \textit{i.e.}, linear instruction sequences with a control-flow transfer at the end, which are in the set of allowed transitions determined by the CFG, are allowed. More precise enforcement strategies, \textit{i.e.}, FCFI schemes \cite{13, 64} operating on instruction granularity, typically require hardware-assistance to counteract high performance overheads.

C. Data Redundancy

In order to counteract fault attacks and protect data or addresses, redundancy is required. In general, there are two forms of redundancy available, temporal or spatial redundancy. Temporal redundancy aims to process or store data multiple times, thus providing protection against fault attacks. Concepts like instruction duplication \cite{6, 42} are used to provide a generic protection against fault attacks.

In contrast to temporal redundancy, spatial redundancy adds additional bits to the data itself. Error detection codes \cite{12, 23} are a well-known methodology to protect the data against fault attacks. While originally been developed to protect data during transmission and storage in harsh environments, \textit{i.e.}, in space, those mechanisms also provide protection against fault attacks. A data encoding scheme transforms the payload data to a different representation, such that bit flips up to a certain number of faults are detectable, \textit{i.e.}, the Hamming distance.

In the past, data encoding schemes have been developed to protect the data against fault attacks and ensure its integrity. For example, binary linear codes \cite{23} can protect the data but also support simple logical operations. Compared to that, arithmetic codes, such as ANB-codes \cite{20, 51} or residue codes \cite{37, 38}, support the protection during storage but also allow to perform simple arithmetic operations on the encoded data. However, pure software implementations of those encoding schemes are expensive. For example, ANB-codes have runtime overhead factors between 3 and 140. Similar to that, performing multiple module operations required for residue codes is also costly and thus not suitable for a pure software implementation.

To compensate for this performance penalty, it requires custom hardware support. For example, \cite{39} and \cite{54} modify the processor and add a dedicated ALU designed for multi-residue arithmetic. This allows the system to process encoded data with dedicated instructions, which have the same runtime overheads compared to plain arithmetic operations. While these approaches certainly reduce the performance penalty, it requires intrusive changes to the processor architecture. Thus, they are not realistic for commodity devices, especially for existing ARM devices.

D. ARM Pointer Authentication

ARM pointer authentication (PA) \cite{49} was introduced with the ARMv8.3 architecture and is used to sign and verify the integrity of code- and data-pointers. ARM extended the instruction set with the dedicated sign instructions \texttt{pac*} to sign code- and data-pointers with key \texttt{A} or \texttt{B}, which can be set in privileged mode. Internally, these instructions use the tweakable block cipher QARMA \cite{3} to calculate the MAC of the address, a modifier used as tweak, and the key. This MAC is then truncated to \texttt{PAC}_{\text{size}} bits and used as pointer authentication code (PAC). ARM stores this PAC in the upper, unused bits of a pointer to avoid any additional storage overhead. Although this method reduces the virtual address space, systems, such as Linux, anyway limit the address space size to 39- or 48-bit \cite{35}. To verify the integrity of a signed pointer, the aut* instructions recompute the MAC of the address and compare it to the PAC stored in the upper bits. If the pointer integrity verification succeeds, the PAC is stripped from the pointer and can be used. In case of an integrity failure, the pointer is either invalidated (ARMv8.3) or an exception is triggered (ARMv8.6) \cite{33}. The ARMv8.3 extension further includes instructions that verify the signed pointer before usage, \textit{e.g.}, the braa recomputes and compares the PAC and then branches to the destination.

The ARM PA feature is already used for pointer integrity in commercial products, beginning with the Apple iPhone XS \cite{4}. Additionally, academic projects demonstrated that the PA extension can also be used to enforce software CFI \cite{31, 32} and even fault CFI \cite{52}.

III. Problem Definition

In this section, we analyze state-of-the-art CFI schemes that protect from fault attackers and discuss exploitable design weaknesses.

A. A Motivating Example

To protect a program, such as the one in Listing 1, from control-flow hijacking attacks triggered by a fault, FCFI schemes aim to detect control-flow violations.

```c
void A(string password) {
    void (*fun_ptr)(void) = NULL;
    ...
    B();
    ...
    if (password == "secret")
        fun_ptr = &C;
    else
        fun_ptr = &D
    ...
    (*fun_ptr){};
}
```


Most of the FCFI schemes \cite{1, 46, 52, 63–65} statically extract the control-flow graph (CFG) of the program.
at compile time. When considering a FCFI scheme enforcing control-flow integrity at basic block level, the extracted CFG is similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 1.

To protect the program from fault-based control-flow hijacking attacks, these schemes restrict the control-flow to only valid edges of the CFG. In Fig. 1 basic block B can only be reached from basic block A1 and basic block C and D from basic block A5. As basic block E is never executed in the program, a control-flow redirection to this basic block violates the CFG.

To enforce the CFG at runtime, signature-based FCFI schemes internally maintain a global state to accumulate the execution history of the program. This state is typically a counter [46] or a cryptographic chain [52]. Fig. 2 depicts the basic principle of updating \( S \) at each basic block \( B_i \) and the path through \( A_i \) the same state \( S = S_{A_5} \) is valid edges of the CFG. In Fig. 1, basic block \( A_5 \), the next state \( S = S_{A_5} \) is updated when entering the next basic block. On each control-flow transfer, the current state \( S \) is updated to ensure that the control-flow integrity at basic block level, the extracted CFG and is determined by the number and placement of the state updates and checks. While a larger number of updates and checks clearly increases the enforcement precision of the scheme, it also increases the runtime overhead of the scheme. Hence, software-based CFI schemes [46], [52], [63] typically update and check the state at basic block granularity to detect inter basic block control-flow hijacks. To also prevent intra basic block control-flow hijacks, e.g., instruction skipping, hardware-assisted schemes [15], [64] even update the state at instruction granularity.

The precision of the CFG is the fundamental cornerstone for the security of CFI schemes. However, this CFG typically is statically extracted at compile time and only offers a limited accuracy. As determining a precise set of valid targets for indirect branches is hard, the CFG used for CFI enforcement is possibly over-approximated and contains multiple target edges [16].

1) Indirect Branches: This over-approximation mainly affects indirect branches, where, in comparison to direct branches, the target address is not known at compile time. The statically extracted CFG is only an approximation of the actually executed control-flow and includes multiple targets for indirect branches. The indirect call in Line 15 in Listing 1 highlights the problematic of multiple, valid targets. Although CFI limits valid transitions from \( A_5 \) to \( C \) or \( D \), an attacker still could redirect the control-flow within the set of valid targets using two possible fault targets:

IB1 Faulting Addresses: A targeted fault on the address used in an indirect branch allows the adversary to hijack the actual control-flow and redirect it to another target. The target address in fun_ptr could be tampered to point to \( D \) instead of \( C \). As both basic blocks are in the list of common state on control-flow merges.

\[
S_N = f_P(S_C, Patch_{BB}) = S_C \oplus Patch_{BB} \tag{2}
\]

In Equation (2), this patching functionality is depicted. Similar to the state update function, the current state \( S_C \) is updated with the patch value \( Patch_{BB} \). This patching mechanism assures that in basic block \( A_5 \) the state \( S = S_{A_5} \) is updated by both branches. Here, the control-flow path through \( A_3 \) generates the state \( S = S_{A_3} = S_{A_5} \oplus ID_{A_3} \) and the path through \( A_4 \) the same state \( S = S_{A_5} = S_{A_5} \oplus Patch_{A_4} \oplus ID_{A_4} \).

Checking: To detect control-flow violations, regular checks of the global state \( S \) are required.

\[
err = S_C \neq S_{expected_{BB}} \tag{3}
\]

These checks, as shown in Equation (3), compare the actual state \( S_C \) with the precomputed state \( S_{expected_{BB}} \) and trigger an exception on a mismatch.

B. Security Analysis

The security of signature-based FCFI schemes is based on the enforcement policy of the scheme, the precision of the extracted CFG, and the capability of the signature to detect state mismatches reliably. The enforcement policy is responsible of restricting the control-flow to the nodes of the CFG and is determined by the number and placement of the state updates and checks. While a larger number of updates and checks clearly increases the enforcement precision of the scheme, it also increases the runtime overhead of the scheme. Hence, software-based CFI schemes [46], [52], [63] typically update and check the state at basic block granularity to detect inter basic block control-flow hijacks. To also prevent intra basic block control-flow hijacks, e.g., instruction skipping, hardware-assisted schemes [15], [64] even update the state at instruction granularity.

The precision of the CFG is the fundamental cornerstone for the security of CFI schemes. However, this CFG typically is statically extracted at compile time and only offers a limited accuracy. As determining a precise set of valid targets for indirect branches is hard, the CFG used for CFI enforcement is possibly over-approximated and contains multiple target edges [16].

Equation (1) shows the state update mechanism consisting of the current state \( S_C \), the next state \( S_N \), a unique basic block identifier \( ID_N \), and the accumulating state update function \( f_U() \). In the example in Fig. 2 on the control-flow transfer from \( A_1 \) to \( B \), the state is updated from \( S = S_{A_1} \) to \( S = S_{B} = S_{A_1} \oplus ID_{B} \).
valid targets, a genuine state is generated in both branches and the state verification mechanism cannot detect the control-flow hijack.

IB2 Faulting the Branch: Even if the address is not modified by a fault, a targeted fault directly on the branch could redirect the control-flow. Here, the target address in fun_ptr used by the indirect branch points to C but a fault on this branch redirects the control-flow to D. Again, as both targets are possible paths through the CFG, the control-flow redirection remains undetected by the CFI scheme.

C. Threat Model

Similar to threat models of related CFI schemes [2], [24], [29], [46], [52], [63] protecting the control-flow of the program against fault attacks, we are considering an attacker having physical access to the system. This attacker is capable of inserting a fault using, e.g., a clock or a voltage glitch, and aims to hijack the control-flow of the program to redirect it to other sensitive code parts. We assume that the system already features a state-based CFI scheme, such as, for example, FIPAC [52], thwarting fault attacks on the control-flow. In addition to this threat model, we are considering an attacker aiming to bypass the protection of indirect branches using the fault targets IB1 or IB2. These targets can be attacked by inducing a fault during program runtime or directly into the code stored in the instruction memory. Here, we consider faults flipping bits in addresses used by indirect branches stored in registers, in the immediate field of instructions, or directly in the code segment.

IV. DESIGN

To address the threat model in Section III.C and counteract the identified weaknesses IB1 and IB2, we show in this section how to thwart fault attacks on indirect branches on recent ARM architectures supporting pointer authentication.

1) Address Protection: Using a targeted fault IB1 on an address used in an indirect branch allows an adversary to hijack the control-flow of the program. To counteract such attacks, protecting and verifying the integrity of these addresses throughout the program execution is required. However, as indicated in Section II-C software-based redundancy schemes induce large performance overheads [51] and hardware-assisted schemes minimizing these performance overheads require intrusive hardware changes [54], making it difficult to deploy these schemes on off-the-shelf devices.

To efficiently and securely protect addresses used for indirect branches without hardware changes, we utilize the pointer authentication feature of recent commodity devices from ARM. This feature introduces, as described in Section II-D dedicated instructions capable of cryptographically signing and verifying pointers.

Fig. 3 depicts a 64-bit pointer signed with the pac* instruction. This instruction uses an optional modifier and a preconfigured key K to calculate the MAC of the 64-bit address. In the latest ARMv8.6-A architecture, the result is then XORed with the original address and stored in the upper, unused bits of the pointer. To verify the integrity of the signed pointer before usage, ARM provides dedicated aut* instructions and combined instructions, such as blr* or br*.

To protect all addresses used by indirect branches, we utilize ARM’s pointer authentication to sign and verify these addresses. More concretely, we exploit the PA feature to efficiently store address redundancy information, i.e., the pointer authentication code, next to the actual address inside the pointer using hardware support. At compile time, we replace the unprotected addresses with their signed equivalent, i.e., the address with the corresponding pointer authentication code (PAC). Furthermore, we replace all indirect branch instructions, i.e., branch register or branch and link register, with their PA equivalent, which automatically verify the PAC before usage. Although signing code-pointers at runtime with the pac* instructions would be possible, an attacker still could induce a bit flip into the unprotected address before the PA instruction protects the address, or directly into the code segment of the program.

The approach of replacing addresses with their PA protected version and verifying them before usage yields, compared to software-based address protection schemes, several advantages. By embedding the redundancy information directly into the corresponding pointer, the design avoids the usage of additional registers and additional register pressure. Furthermore, as ARM’S PA utilizes features of the underlying architecture, the generation and verification of the address redundancy information can be realized using a single instruction, avoiding large performance penalties. Most important, compared to related address protection schemes [54], our design does not require custom hardware changes and can be deployed on off-the-shelf hardware from ARM.

2) Linking the Branch: Independently whether the address is protected or not, inducing a bit flip when a code-pointer is used by the indirect branch instruction allows the adversary to hijack the control-flow of the program. Even though ARM PA provides dedicated branch instructions, e.g., blr* or br*, these instructions first verify the integrity of the address by recomputing and comparing the PAC, removing the PAC from the pointer, and then use this unprotected address for the jump. Hence, a targeted bit flip still enables the attacker to redirect the control-flow to another valid edge in the control-flow graph, which cannot be detected by CFI.

To mitigate this attack vector IB2, we propose to enhance state-update functions of existing state-based CFI schemes. By merging the target address into the global CFI state at the
caller side and by removing this address at the callee, we are creating a link between the indirect control-flow transfer. More concretely, we are inducing the target address into the state using a XOR, and we remove this added address by XORRing the current address at the callee into the state.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

This section first introduces FIPAC, the state-based CFI scheme we enhance with our indirect branch protection mechanisms. Then, we elaborate on how we integrate our pointer authentication-based address protection scheme and the hardened state update function linking indirect control-flow transfers into FIPAC.

A. FIPAC

FIPAC [52] is a CFI scheme protecting the control-flow against a software and fault attacker. Similar to other software-based FCFI schemes, FIPAC enforces control-flow integrity at basic block granularity using a statically extracted CFG. This CFI scheme exploits hardware features of the ARMv8.6-A architecture to efficiently derive a cryptographic state at each basic block entry. In FIPAC, the state update function uses the pointer authentication (c.f. Section II-D) instructions to efficiently derive a MAC chain with the execution history.

\[ S = \text{pacia}(S_P, PC, K_A) = MAC_{K_A}(S_P, PC) \oplus S_P \]  

Equation (4) shows the update function, which cryptographically links the previous basic block with the current basic block, using the pacia instruction. The pacia instruction generates a MAC using the previous state \( S_P \), the current program counter, and a key \( K_A \) and XORs the result to the previous state. This global CFI state \( S \) is then stored into a register exclusively reserved for FIPAC. To verify the integrity of the executed basic blocks, FIPAC uses the autiza instruction as checking mechanism. On an integrity verification failure, i.e., a control-flow violation within the CFG at basic block granularity, this instruction triggers an exception. FIPAC automatically protects programs by providing a custom LLVM-based toolchain.

B. Address Protection

Faulting a code-pointer in the program allows the adversary to redirect the control-flow for indirect branches within the bounds of the CFG. To thwart this attack scenario IB1, we extend FIPAC to provide protection for all addresses used by indirect branches by exploiting hardware features of the underlying ARM architecture. More concretely, we replace these addresses at compile time with their encoded version embedding the PAC in the upper bits. In addition, we substitute all branch instructions with their PA equivalent, i.e., braaz or blraaz. These instructions, which use a zero modifier, verify the integrity of the address by recomputing and comparing the PAC stored in the pointer before invoking the address. If the verification fails, an error is triggered. Furthermore, we replace all adr instructions marked with the defPAC tag with four consecutive mov instructions to load a 64-bit immediate value into a register.

While the first mov instruction in Line 3 in Listing 2 clears the register and stores the first 16-bits of the address into the register, the other 16-bit values of the address are shifted using three mov instructions. As the address information is only available in the linker, we add a custom relocation target to the address stored in the register. This relocation target then is resolved in the linker, where we replace the actual address with the protected version, i.e., we compute the PAC of the address and store it in the upper bits of the pointer.

Furthermore, we utilize the SSA of the IR in our custom ModulePass to find instructions loading an global addresses of the function type into a virtual register, which is not used by an indirect branch instruction in the current function. In the backend, we identify these instructions tagged with usePAC and insert an autiza instruction afterwards, as highlighted in Line 11 in Listing 2. This instructions uses a zero modifier to verify the PAC and stores the unprotected address back to the target register. As performing a data-flow analysis over function boundaries is challenging, e.g., functions in external libraries or functions in other C files, which cannot be accessed by the ModulePass, we use this mechanism to pass unprotected addresses as function arguments.

Inside a function, we scan for indirect branch instructions

```
1 <main>:
2   ...
3   ; adr x8, #function //defPAC
4   mov x8, #functionPAC[15:0]
5   movk x8, #functionPAC[31:16], lsl #16
6   mov x8, #functionPAC[47:32], lsl #32
7   movk x8, #functionPAC[63:48], lsl #48
8   ...
9   ; br x8 //usePACBranch
10  braaz x8
11  ...
```

Listing 2. Replacement of unprotected addresses and branch instructions with their PA protected version.
C. Linking the Branch

To protect indirect branches from threat IB2, we induce the target address of the indirect branch into the global CFI state at the caller and remove this address at the callee, which allows us to detect control-flow hijacking attempts.

Listing 4 highlights the basic principle of this protection mechanism. After the actual state update state\_update(S) of the CFI scheme, we merge the target address of the indirect branch, which is stored in a register, into the state S using an XOR. At the entry of the called function, we first remove the induced address by XORing the state with the address of the current function. Eventually, the CFI scheme patches the state using state\_patch(S).

In order to integrate this mechanism into the LLVM toolchain of FIPAC, we created a custom MachineFunctionPass in the LLVM backend scanning for indirect branch instructions. Between the already existing CFI state update function and the indirect call instruction, as depicted in Line 4 in Listing 4, we insert a bitwise exclusive OR (eor) instruction inducing the target address stored in register x8 into the global CFI state at the caller side and remove this address at the callee, which allows to form a PC-relative address using a (negative) offset, to determine the starting address of the current function. Then, we again use an eor to add this address to the current state S. As this function could be invoked from different callers and state-based CFI schemes require to have a single unique CFI state at a certain position, removing the address induced into the state at the callee is necessary.

### D. Combination

When combining both approaches, the caller side XORs the protected address containing the PAC in the upper bits of the pointer to the global CFI state S. At the callee, the unprotected address of the invoked function is determined using the adr instruction. To compute the encoded pointer, we insert an additional paciza between the adr instruction and the XOR correction the state. On a valid indirect control-flow transfer, this instruction computes the same PAC as on the caller side.

### E. Key Management

The precomputation of the encoded addresses at compile time requires the toolchain to have access to the key for the PAC generation. As the system at runtime needs to have the same key for verifying the encoded addresses using the autiza, blraaz, and braaz instructions, we use a pre-shared key $K_A$. This PA key is configured by a custom Linux kernel module running in the kernel mode. We discuss security implications and alternative key sharing approaches in Section VI-D.

### F. Compatibility with other CFI schemes

The protection of addresses used by indirect branches can be integrated into other CFI schemes related to FIPAC, if they are deployed on hardware supporting ARM pointer authentication. State-based CFI schemes, such as CFCSS [46], ACFC [63], or SWIFT [50], update and verify a global state on each basic block. As our approach thwarting IB1 encodes addresses used by indirect branches and does not influence this state generation and verification mechanism of the underlying CFI scheme, our scheme is fully compatible with these schemes.

To protect from attack vector IB2, the state update mechanism of these CFI schemes could be extended to induce the target address into the state at the caller side and remove this
address at the callee. By using an XOR, this approach works for schemes using a counter [24] or signatures [65].

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we first evaluate the performance impact and the code size overhead of hardening indirect branches against fault attacks. Then, we demonstrate the functional correctness of our proposed changes on an emulator supporting the required pointer authentication instructions. Finally, we analyze security guarantees of our enhanced CFI scheme thwarting fault attacks on indirect branches.

A. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance overhead introduced by the additional protection of indirect branches, we compile a set of benchmarks and execute them on an ARM development board. However, currently, there is no open development board available supporting the ARM pointer authentication instructions introduced in ARMv8.3-A. Although Apple offers this feature in their mobile processors [26], iOS restricts the usage of PA by custom software [4]. While pointer authentication currently is not broadly available, with the announcement of ARM supporting PA in the upcoming ARMv9-A architecture [34], we expect more devices featuring this extension in the near future. Due to the lack of openly available hardware, we emulate the PA instructions on the Raspberry Pi 4 Model B [21] consisting of a 64-bit ARMv8-A SoC. To emulate these instruction, we reuse the cycle accurate emulation approach introduced by PARTS [32] and used by related work [31], [52]. This PA-analogue consists of four consecutive XORs simulating the cycles needed for a PA instruction and one memory access.

a) SPEC2017: To quantify the performance overhead introduced by the protection of indirect branches, we execute the SPECspeed2017 [14] benchmark suite on the Raspberry Pi. More concretely, we compile all C-based benchmarks without OpenMP support of the SPECspeed2017 Integer test suite with our customized toolchain using the cycle accurate emulation approach for different protection configurations.

In Fig. 4, we depict the performance overhead induced by the protection of indirect branches on top of the baseline, i.e., the SPEC2017 benchmark compiled with the FIPAC toolchain. On average, encoding addresses and verifying them at each indirect branch using the dedicated blraaz and braaz instructions yields a performance overhead of 1.50%. The protection of the link between indirect control-flow transfers is 0.83% on average. For the combination of both protection mechanism, we measured an average performance overhead of 2.34%.

B. Code Size Overhead Evaluation

Protecting indirect branches from threats IB1 and IB2 requires the insertion of additional instructions into the program. More concretely, for the address protection of IB1, we replace adr instructions containing an address used by an indirect branch with four consecutive mov instructions containing the PAC and the address. Furthermore, to pass protected addresses as function arguments, we insert additional autiza and paciza instructions to the function headers and entries. To address threat IB2, we induce the target address of the indirect branch into the global CFI state S at the caller side and then correct the CFI state at the callee using additional XORs.

The average code size overhead for thwarting IB1 is 0.16% and 1.30% for IB2 on average for the SPEC2017 benchmark, as illustrated in Tab. 1. As the FIPAC toolchain automatically creates two function entry points, one for indirect and one for direct calls, we automatically extend the indirect function header entry with the adr and eor instruction. Hence, the code size overhead is larger for protecting the link between indirect control-flow transfers than for the address encoding using the PA feature. When combining the address and the indirect control-flow transfer protection, we measured an average code size overhead of 1.92%. Note that these overheads are on top of the underlying CFI scheme, i.e., FIPAC.

C. Functional Evaluation

To verify the functional correctness of our proposed CFI enhancements for FIPAC, we executed the protected SPEC2017 benchmark on a recent Linux kernel on the QEMU [7] em-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testcase</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Link</th>
<th>Address &amp; Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>602.gcc_s</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605.mcf_s</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>619.lbm_s</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625.x264_s</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>638.imagick_s</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>644.nab_s</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657.xz_s</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Average** | **0.16** | **1.30** | **1.92**
ulator. However, as FIPAC requires the pointer authentication features of the ARMv8.6-A architecture and the latest QEMU 6.0 version only offers PA provided in ARMv8.3-A, we enhanced QEMU to support the EnhancedPAC2 and FPAC features [52]. The successful execution of SPEC2017 compiled with our extended LLVM compiler hardening indirect branches validates the functional correctness of our proposed CFI policy refinement.

D. Security Evaluation

As highlighted in Section III a fault attacker can hijack the control-flow of a program even if a CFI scheme is in place. By inducing a targeted fault into an indirect branch, an attacker can redirect the control-flow within the bounds of the CFG. In this section, we analyze how the protection of indirect branches improves security guarantees for attacker models IB1 and IB2.

1) Address Protection: In a CFI scheme without explicit indirect branch protection, a single fault into an address used by an indirect branch allows the adversary to hijack the control-flow. When protecting these addresses using the ARM pointer authentication feature, an attacker now needs to induce two faults, one in the address and one in the pointer authentication code. As this PAC, in comparison to other data redundancy schemes, is calculated using a keyed MAC, an attacker, without having access to this key, cannot predict a valid PAC for a target address. Hence, even when having the capability of inducing two precise faults, the likelihood of generating a valid address and PAC pair with a fault is low.

For IB1, a bit flip in a protected address is detected by the next verification instruction, e.g., blraaz. These instructions recompute the PAC using the given address and compare it with the PAC stored in the upper bits of the pointer. If either the address or the PAC is erroneous, the comparison fails and, in the ARMv8.3-A architecture, an error bit is set in the pointer. When using this corrupted pointer, e.g., in the blraaz instruction, an error is triggered. As a single error bit can easily be flipped by a fault, we recommend using the ARMv8.6-A architecture, where an authentication error automatically triggers an exception directly in the authentication mechanism.

2) Linking the Branch: To address attacker model IB2, we merge the target address of the indirect branch at the caller side into the global CFI state and remove this address at the callee. Now, to bypass this protection mechanism, an adversary needs to induce an additional, precise fault on the XOR, which removes the address from the global state. Combining this concept with the address protection, i.e., XORing the PA protected address into the state and remove this address by recomputing the PAC using the paciza instruction, further improves security guarantees.

3) Key Management: Protecting addresses by replacing them at compile time with their protected PA equivalent requires the toolchain to have access to the used key as the key needs to be identical for the verification at runtime. However, in our threat model considering a physical attacker, we argue that a static key still provides strong protection against faults. An attacker without knowing the key needs to induce a targeted fault into the address and the PAC with the goal of crafting a valid PAC. This requires to flip up to $PAC_{\text{size}}$ bits in the PAC. When extending our threat model with an adversary being capable of extracting the PA keys from the highest privilege level, this attacker could precompute a valid PAC. However, the adversary still needs to have the capabilities of inducing a precise fault into the address and also into the PAC. Additionally, the underlying CFI scheme already restricts the control-flow to only valid edges of the CFG. To support dynamic keys, a kernel module configuring ephemeral keys for the PA feature and recomputing and replacing all PACs in the program using binary rewriting could be integrated into the OS.

4) Function Arguments: In our current prototype implementation, we do not conduct an exhaustive data-flow analysis over function boundaries. Instead, before passing a protected address as an argument to a function, we verify the integrity of the pointer and remove the PAC using the autiza instruction. This approach allows us to pass code-pointers as function arguments to external functions, e.g., provided by a dynamically linked library. Inside of a function, we analyze the function arguments and protect all addresses used by indirect branch instructions using the paciza instruction. Hence, addresses passed as function arguments in a register or on the stack are, for a short moment, unprotected, allowing an adversary to induce a bit flip. However, in a future version of our prototype, this attack vector can be avoided by using a statically linked library and performing a data-flow analysis on the compiled binary and replace unprotected addresses using binary rewriting. Note that this approach also would reduce the performance impact of mitigating attacker model IB1, as no additional autiza and paciza instructions are required.

5) Conditional Branches: Previous research [5], [53] has shown that inducing a fault into a conditional branch allows an attacker to hijack the control-flow and, for example, bypass secure boot. To thwart fault attacks on conditional branches, protection for the operands, the comparison, and the branch itself is required [53]. Although addressing these attack vectors using the ARM pointer authentication feature is possible, there are some major limitations with this approach. While the PA feature could be used to protect operands of the conditional branches by embedding the PAC into the upper bits of the value, performing arithmetic operations or comparisons directly on the protected value are not possible. Hence, before each operation, the PAC needs to be removed, allowing an attacker to still induce a bit flip. In addition, storing the PAC in the upper bits of the value reduces the data size from 64-bits to $64 - PAC_{\text{size}}$ bits. While this is not a limitation for pointers, as the addresses in pointers do not occupy the whole 64-bit space, reducing the data size for values is not practical for different scenarios. Hence, CFI schemes, independently if they are extended with our indirect branch protection, need to be complimented with addition countermeasures addressing attacks on conditional branches.
This section summarizes related work and compares them to our address protection and branch linking approach.

A. Code-Pointer Integrity

Code-pointer integrity (CPI) \cite{28} is a SCFI scheme protecting sensitive code-pointers in a program from an adversary exploiting a memory vulnerability by storing metadata to these pointers in an isolated memory region. As CPI considers a software attacker in its threat model, CPI protects accesses to these safe memory regions. However, as a targeted fault still can tamper the metadata stored in the protected memory, CPI cannot hinder an attacker hijacking the control-flow using faults.

Similar to CPI, CCFI \cite{36} protects code-pointers in the program by storing a MAC next to the pointer. By utilizing features of the hardware, i.e., AES-NI, the `macptr` and `checkptr` instructions compute and verify the MAC for each sensitive pointer. Although this approach protects code-pointers stored in memory from fault attacks, these pointers are stored unprotected in registers, allowing a fault to tamper addresses and redirect the control-flow.

PARTS \cite{32} utilizes the PA feature of recent ARM architectures to sign and verify all code- and data-pointers in the program. Although this approach is similar to our work, PARTS only considers a software adversary in their threat model. Hence, PARTS only signs these pointers at runtime, allowing a fault attacker to either induce a fault directly in the address before the pointer is signed using a `pac*` instruction or directly into the code segment of the binary. Additionally, PARTS is vulnerable to attack vector \textit{IB2}, as after the verification of the PAC, the unprotected address is used for the jump. In comparison to PARTS, our approach protects addresses used by indirect branches from faults throughout the program’s whole execution life cycle and the binary in the instruction memory by replacing unprotected addresses with their protected version during compile time. By merging the target address of indirect branches directly into the global CFI state and removing this address at the callee, we further prevent an attacker from exploiting \textit{IB2}.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we showcased how the missing address protection in state-of-the-art fault CFI schemes allow an attacker to hijack the execution of indirect branches by inducing targeted faults. While data encoding schemes could mitigate these attacks, software-based schemes yield large runtime overheads and hardware-based systems require intrusive hardware changes.

To efficiently protect indirect branches on commodity devices from ARM, we propose a hardware-assisted data redundancy scheme. We utilize the pointer authentication feature of recent ARM architectures to embed a MAC into all addresses used by indirect branches. By replacing unprotected addresses at compile time with their protected equivalent, we thwart fault attacks on these addresses stored in registers, in the immediate field of instructions, or directly in the binary. We further replace all indirect branch instructions with their PA equivalent, automatically verifying the integrity of the MAC and triggering an exception on mismatch. Additionally, we enhance the state update mechanism of signature-based CFI schemes to protect the link between indirect control-flow transfers. By merging the target address of the indirect branch into the global CFI state at the caller side and correcting the state at the callee with the current address, we assure that the executed control-flow follows the intended control-flow. To demonstrate how these defense mechanisms improve the protection of state-of-the-art CFI schemes, we integrate our address encoding and linking strategy into FIPAC, a previously introduced CFI scheme. The integration of these countermeasures into the LLVM-based toolchain of FIPAC allows to automatically protect indirect branches of programs without user interaction. To evaluate the hardware-assisted address redundancy scheme and the protection of indirect control-flow transfers, we compiled a subset of the SPEC2017 benchmark with our custom LLVM-based toolchain and executed the protected binary on a Raspberry Pi. Our evaluation shows an negligible runtime overhead of less than 2.34% on average.
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